
60 Minute Scrap Hook Organizer
By: Christine Naugle

Materials:
Crochet Hook size I (5.50 mm)
50 yards of Scrap Worsted Weight Yarn (you can use one color or many colors)
Measuring Tape
Scissors
Yarn Needle
Coffee Mug OR empty/clean food can
Button about 1 ½ - 2”

Stitches & Abbreviations Used:
Hdc = Half Double Crochet
Sc = Single Crochet
Ch = Chain
Slst = Slip Stitch
St(s) = Stitch(es)
R = Row
Beg = Beginning

Gauge:
● Gauge is always important to obtain the stated size of the finished project.
● Because this is a scrap yarn project, your gauge may vary slightly from one yarn

brand to the next.
● Since this is a quick project, it is easiest to just make the cozy and then check the size.

You can adjust the placement of the button if it is just slightly off gauge).

Completed Size:
10” long x 3 ¾” high
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Written Pattern

You can make the pattern a solid color or multiple colors. I used scrap yarn and switched
color in the joining slst of each row.

Do not count the beginning chain of the row as a stitch.

R1: Ch 25, 2sc in 2nd ch from hook, [sc in next 22 sts, 2sc in last st], rotate the beg ch
and work along the opposite side of the beg ch, 2sc in 1st st, repeat [ ] around, join, (52)

R2: Ch 1, 2hdc in first 2 sts, [hdc in next 22, 2hdc in next 2 sts], 2hdc in next 2 sts, repeat
[ ] around, join (60)

R3: Ch 1, work this entire row in the backbar of the hdc of the prior row, [sc in st, 2sc
in each of the next 2 sts, sc in next 24 sts, 2sc in each of the next 2 sts, sc in next st],
repeat [ ] around, join (68)
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R4: [ch 3, skip next st, slst in next st], repeat [ ] around, join in same st as join from prior
row (34 slst + 34 ch sps)

For the next row, you will work into the top of the skipped stitches from R3, keep the
chain spaces to the front of your work.

R5: Ch 1, 2sc in each of the skipped sts of R3, join (68)

R6: Ch 1, hdc in first 2 sts, [2hdc in next 3 sts, hdc in next 24 sts, 2hdc in each of the
next 3 sts], hdc in next 4 sts, repeat [ ] 1 more time, hdc in each of the last 2 sts, join (80)
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R7: Ch 1, work this entire row in the backbar of the hdc of the prior row, hdc in first 4
sts, [2hdc in each of the next 2 sts, hdc in next 28 sts, 2hdc in each of the next 2 sts], hdc
in next 8 sts, repeat [ ] 1 more time, hdc in last 4 sts, join (88)

Button Hole: Ch 12, slst in same st you just joined in, fasten off and weave in ends.

Attach Button: Sew button to the row of loops (Round 4) on the opposite side of the wrap
from the loop.
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